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ADAPTIVE CASCADE CONTROL 
ALGORITHM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to the ?eld of controllers, 
and more speci?cally to cascaded controllers. 

The purpose of cascade control has been to provide 
superior control of a process through continuous controlled 
medium set point adjustments. As shoWn in Prior Art FIG. 
1, “Classic” cascade control Was usually de?ned as a control 
method Where the output from one control module 10 Was 
fed into the set point input of another control module 30, 
passing through some scaling module 20 on the Way. These 
functions Were typically implemented using a Direct Digital 
Control (DDC) controller. In a DDC controller, the control 
modules Were usually PID operators, or functions and the 
scaling module Was typically a ratio operator. 

The purpose of the scaling module Was to transform the 
output from the ?rst PID operator (typically ranging from 0 
to 100%) into a usable set point appropriate for the con 
trolled medium (i.e., air temperature, air pressure, Water 
temperature, etc.). A direct linear relationship Was com 
monly used, such as that provided by a standard ratio 
operator. 

The problem With classic cascade control Was that the 
system installer or end-user rarely kneW What values to enter 
into the minimum and maXimum set point limit parameters 
(inputs 21 and 22 into the scaling module 20) to achieve 
optimal control of the process. In fact, installers or end users 
often picked values Which led to poor system operation. 
Also, as system (process) gains change, due to different load 
levels, seasonal loads, etc., the optimum values of limit 
parameters may change. 

Accordingly, it is an object of the invention to provide 
installers and end users of cascaded controls With systems 
Which have feWer parameters to be entered by them leading 
to reduced installation time and consequently, better perfor 
mance. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention is an apparatus and a process for 
adaptive cascade control. An adaptive process module intel 
ligently sets parameters during system operation to attain the 
best possible control performance, While providing an 
easier-to-use system for the user. 

The process includes the steps of determining Whether the 
measured variable has a ?rst predetermined relationship 
With a MINLIMIT and if so, loWering the value of the 
MINLIMIT, determining Whether the measured variable 
cannot reach the MINLIMIT With the controller output ON 
full and if so, raising the value of the MINLIMIT, determine 
Whether the measured variable cannot reach a MAXLIMIT 
With the controller output OFF and if so, loWering the value 
of the MAXLIMIT and determining Whether the measured 
variable has second predetermined relationship the MAX 
LIMIT and if so, raising the value of the MAXLIMIT. 

Implementing this neW control results in a control system 
With feWer parameters Which must be con?gured by the 
installer or operator. Further, the parameters Which are 
removed from the operator’s access are ones Which are 
dif?cult to set to correct values, and the correct values may 
change depending on seasonal, or other load differences 
Which affect process dynamics. Therefore, the neW algo 
rithm saves installation and set-up time, as Well as providing 
on-going ease-of-use for the operator. 
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2 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a prior art cascade control. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a cascaded control using the 
present invention. 

FIG. 3 is a How chart of the presently inventive method. 
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an HVAC system having a 

controller Which includes the inventive apparatus and pro 
cess. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

Referring noW to FIG. 2, thereshoWn is a block diagram 
of an adaptive cascade control system. The system includes 
?rst control module 10‘, scaling module 20‘, adaptive pro 
cess module 40 and second control module 30‘. First control 
module 10‘ receives a user entered setpoint and an actual 
sensor reading as inputs at terminals 11‘ and 12‘. The ?rst 
control module, Which may be a PID controller produces a 
?rst output signal based upon the programming of the 
controller. The ?rst output signal is sent to the scaling 
module 20‘ at terminal 13‘. Note that for the present 
invention, the details of the programming of the ?rst and 
second control modules are not important so long as the 
signal the control module produces is representative of the 
difference betWeen the input signals to the module. 
The scaling module 20‘ then multiplies the ?rst output by 

a scaling factor Which is determined as a function of 
MAXLIMIT and MINLIMIT. This produces a second output 
signal. In a preferred embodiment, the scaling factor is a 
linear function of the MAXLIMIT and the MINLIMIT. 
MAXLIMIT and MINLIMIT are set by the adaptive process 
module. 
The adaptive control module is connected to the scaling 

module and receives a controlled medium sensor reading at 
terminal 24. Through the process described beloW in con 
nection With FIG. 3, the adaptive control module produces 
updated MAXLIMIT and MINLIMIT values Which are 
supplied to the scaling module at terminals 21‘ and 22‘. The 
scaling module then modi?es the curve used to produce the 
second output based upon the neW MAXLIMIT and MIN 
LIMIT. 
The second control module 30‘ receives the second output 

signal and the controlled medium sensor reading at its 
terminals 23‘ and 31‘ respectively. The second control mod 
ule produces a third output signal Which is representative of 
the difference betWeen the inputs to the module. This third 
output signal is sent to the control device. 
The Adaptive Cascade Control Algorithm operates to 

provide the Scaling Module updated MAXLIMIT and MIN 
LIMIT values. In FIG. 2, note that the user-entered mini 
mum and maXimum set point limit parameters (shoWn in 
FIG. 1) are no longer required. 
The core concept behind the Adaptive Algorithm is to 

monitor the controlled variable over time and through 
changes in load conditions, and Watch for it’s ?rst and 
second limit values. In a preferred embodiment, the ?rst and 
second limit values are maXimum and minimum attainable 
values. This information is then used to set the maXimum 
and minimum limits (MAXLIMIT and MINLIMIT) on the 
controlled variable’s set point. In classic cascade control 
(FIG. 1), the limit values are frequently not set correctly (a 
manual operation), and the controller is then not be able to 
achieve optimum performance due to the set point being 
commanded to an inappropriate value. The Adaptive Algo 
rithm computes the correct values for these limit parameters, 
and thereby keeps the controller Working at peak ef?ciency. 
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The Algorithm essentially checks four cases to see if the 
minimum or maximum set point limits needed adjusting. 
These four cases, along With a description of the Algorithm’s 
corrective actions are described in table 1. 

The Algorithm uses an interval timer to check out the four 
possible cases every “interval time” period. Typical values 
for the interval time for an HVAC Discharge Air Tempera 
ture control application are 7 to 10 minutes. 

TABLE 1 

Triggering Condition The Algorithm‘s Response 

LoWer the value of the 
MINLIMIT 
Raise the value of the 
MINLIMIT. 

Case 1 (minimum set point) — The measured 
variable has gone beloW the MINLIMIT. 
Case 2 (minimum set point) — The measured 
variable cannot reach the MINLIMIT, even 
With the output ON full (for a Direct-Acting 
controller — see Note in ?gure 3). 

Case 3 (maximum set point) — The measured 
variable cannot reach the MAXLIMIT, even 
With the output OFF (for a Direct-Acting 
controller — see Note in ?gure 3). 

Case 4 (maximum set point) — The measured 
variable has gone above the MAXLIMIT. 

LoWer the value of the 
MAXLIMIT 

Raise the value of the 
MAXLIMIT 

The Way the algorithm Works internally to check these 
four cases is illustrated in the ?oWchart shoWn in FIG. 3. The 
amount by Which the minimum and maximum set point 
limits are raised or loWered (as mentioned in Table 1) is 
determined by the value of the “ADJUST” variable. This is 
discussed further beloW. 

In a preferred embodiment, the algorithm may place 
constraints on MINLIMIT and MAXLIMIT such that there 
are absolute loW and high limits that are not exceeded. For 
example in a cooling system, for safety and/or comfort 
reasons, the discharge temperature must be kept from getting 
too loW and causing a cold draft, or potentially freeZing a 
coil. Also, there is an approach limit to keep the MINLIMIT 
and MAXLIMIT from getting too close together. Referring 
noW to FIG. 3, thereshoWn is a preferred embodiment of the 
adaptive control process. Note that the process described 
beloW is for a so called “direct acting” control system such 
as a discharge air cooling control. The process With only 
minor adjustments, can also be implemented for use With a 
reverse acting control system. 

After starting at block 100, the process determines 
Whether the adaptive control process is enabled at block 105. 
If not, the process moves to block 125 Where default values 
for MAXLIMIT and MINLIMIT are used and the process 
goes into a Wait mode at block 120. After a user de?ned Wait 
period, the process restarts at block 100. In a preferred 
embodiment, this period is ten seconds. HoWever, this 
period is application speci?c. 

If the adaptive control process is enabled, an adaptive 
interval timer is incremented at block 110. Next, the process 
determines at block 115 Whether the current adaptive control 
interval has elapsed. If not, the process goes into Wait mode 
at block 120. If so, the process moves into block 128 Where 
the interval timer is reset to Zero. Then, the process moves 
into the Adjust Value section at block 130. This process is 
used to adjust MAXLIMIT and MINLIMIT for changing 
load conditions. 
At block 135, VAR, Which is the measured value of the 

controlled variable, is compared to the difference betWeen 
MINLIMIT and the OFFSET. OFFSET represents a dead 
band range Whose value is a matter of design choice. The 
OFFSET is included to include sWitching hysteresis. If VAR 
is greater than the difference, the process moves on to block 
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4 
145. If VAR is less than the difference, then MINLIMIT is 
set equal to MINLIMIT minus ADJUST. The description of 
hoW to calculate ADJUST appears beloW. Upon calculation 
of the neW MINLIMIT, the process then moves on to block 
185. 
At block 145, the VAR is compared to the sum of 

MINLIMIT and OFFSET and determines Whether the sys 
tem is running at full output. If VAR is less than the sum or 
the system is not running at full output, the process moves 
to block 160. If VAR is greater than the sum and the system 
is at full output, the process at block 150 calculates a neW 
MINLIMIT Which is equal to MINLIMIT plus ADJUST. At 
block 155, the process then ensures that MINLIMIT is 
maintained beloW the VAR value. If MINLIMIT Would 
exceed the VAR value, it is then set equal to the VAR value 
by the process. This ensures that the addition of the ADJUST 
value does not cause the neW MINLIMIT to be above the 
current operating point of the system(VAR). The process 
then moves to block 185. 

At block 160, the process compares VAR to the difference 
betWeen MAXLIMIT and OFFSET and determines Whether 
the system is off. If VAR is greater than the difference or the 
system is not off, the process moves to block 175. If VAR is 
less than the difference and the system is off, the process at 
block 165 calculates a neW MAXLIMIT Which is equal to 
MAXLIMIT minus ADJUST. At block 170, the process 
ensures that MAXLIMIT is maintained above the VAR 
value and then moves to block 185.. If MAXLIMIT Would 
go beloW the VAR value, it is then set equal to the VAR value 
by the process. This ensures that the subtraction of the 
ADJUST value does not cause the neW MAXLIMIT to be 
beloW the current operating point of the system(VAR). 

At block 175, the process compares VAR to the sum of 
MAXLIMIT and OFFSET. If VAR is less than the sum, the 
process moves to block 120. If VAR is greater than the sum, 
the process at block 180 calculates a neW MAXLIMIT 
Which is equal to MAXLIMIT plus ADJUST. The process 
then moves to block 185. 

At block 185, the process compares the calculated neW 
MAXLIMIT and/or MINLIMIT against absolute hi and loW 
limits. The absolute hi and loW limits are End-User selected 
values that have default values Which correspond to a 
speci?c application. They may be based on comfort, equip 
ment safety, or other criteria. The default values alloW 
operation of the controller Without user modi?cation in most 
cases. Typical values: for a discharge air temperature 
controller, the absolute loW limit may be 45 DegF, and the 
high limit might be 110 degF. The process also checks the 
neW MAXLIMIT and/or MINLIMIT against the Approach 
setting. The Approach Limit ensures that the MINLIMIT 
and MAXLIMIT do not get too close together and cause 
possible control hunting or instability. The selection of an 
Approach Limit value is application speci?c. For example, 
in discharge air temperature control for space comfort 
cooling, the controlled device range (from 0% to 100% of 
the control output signal) Will typically cause an approxi 
mately 20 DegF change in the discharge air temperature. The 
siZe of this range varies With air flow, outdoor air tempera 
ture and humidity, etc. The Approach Limit should be 
chosen to be less than about 40% of the smallest expected 
temperature range. Yet, if the Approach value is too small, 
the calculation of the setpoint value Will not have enough 
resolution to maintain stable control, so keep the value 
greater than roughly 25% of the smallest expected tempera 
ture range. The Approach Limit Would typically be hard 
coded into the product by the control designer Who has the 
application speci?c knoWledge. HoWever, for a general 
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purpose controller, the Approach Limit could be a user 
settable value. As an example, if the smallest expected range 
of discharge air temperatures is 50 to 70 DegF (a range of 
20 DegF), then the Approach Limit should be set to roughly 
5 to 8 DegF (25 to 40% of 20 DegF).]. 

Next, the process moves to block 190 Where a RAMP 
RATE is set. The RAMP RATE is used to adjust the neW 
MAXLIMIT or MINLIMIT to its neW value over time. By 
Way of example, if the old minimum setpoint limit Was 52 
DegF, and the process calculates a neW desired limit value 
of 50 DegF, the setpoint Will “ramp” doWn to 50 over the 
time elapsed betWeen Adaptive Cascade Control calcula 
tions. This time betWeen calculations is controlled by the 
“Adaptive Interval Timer” (shoWn in blocks 110 and 115 of 
FIG. 3). For the discharge air temperature control 
application, the Interval Time Was hard-coded to approxi 
mately 8 minutes. Therefore the ramp rate is 278, or 0.25 
DegF/min.] The process then returns to block 120. 

In FIG. 3, the block labeled “Compute ADJUST value” 
calculates the amount by Which the set points are to be 
changed, either up or doWn, each interval. There are a 
variety of Ways to implement the “Compute ADJUST value” 
block. The method applied here uses the current difference 
value betWeen the measured controlled variable (“VAR” in 
FIG. 3) and it’s set point. This difference is referred to as the 
proportional error value. 

Using the proportional error as the amount by Which the 
set point limits are adjusted provides the bene?t of fast, 
stable response to changes in load conditions. If the system 
is currently far aWay from set point, the set-point-limit 
adjustment amount is large (to provide fast response). 
Whereas, the adjustments are small When running near the 
set point (to provide stability). 
ADJUST can be calculated as folloWs. The ADJUST 

Value is calculated in several different Ways, depending on 
Where the measured value of the controlled variable lies at 
the time an adjustment is needed. There are tWo operational 
scenarios, as described in each case beloW: First, the set 
point is currently at either the minimum or maximum set 
point limit. In this case, the ADJUST Value is a multiple of 
the “proportional error” value of the primary variable (i.e., 
for the discharge temperature control application, this is the 
difference betWeen the Zone air temperature sensor and it’s 
set point). Second, the set point is currently in betWeen the 
minimum or maximum set point limits. In this case, the 
ADJUST Value is a multiple of the “proportional error” 
value of the secondary variable (i.e., for the discharge 
temperature control application, this is the difference 
betWeen the discharge air temperature sensor and it’s set 
point). 

For the discharge air temperature control application, the 
“multiple” value used in Case 1 is 3.0 for Cooling operation, 
and 2.0 for Heating operation. The multiple used in Case 2 
is 1.0 for both Cooling and Heating. 

The folloWing table summariZes the ADJUST Value cal 
culation method as implemented in the discharge control 
application: 

Location of 
Secondary (Controlled) Variable Resulting ADJUST Value 

Cool Mode: DAT At MINLIMIT 
Cool Mode: DAT Can’t Reach 
MINLIMIT 

ADJUST = 3*ZATipropierr 

ADJUST = DATipropierr 
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-continued 

Location of 
Secondary (Controlled) Variable Resulting ADJUST Value 

Cool Mode: DAT At MAXLIMIT 
Cool Mode: DAT Can’t Reach 
MAXLIMIT 
Heat Mode: DAT At MINiSETPOINT ADJUST = 2*ZATipropierr 
Heat Mode: DAT Can’t Reach MINLIMIT ADJUST = DATipropierr 
Heat Mode: DAT At MAXLIMIT ADJUST = 2*ZATipropierr 
Heat Mode: DAT Can’t Reach ADJUST = DATipropierr 
MAXLIMIT 

ADJUST = 3*ZATipropierr 

ADJUST = DATipropierr 

De?nitions: 
DAT = Discharge Air Temperature, ZAT = Zone Air Temperature 
propierr = Proportional Error, Which is the difference between a measured 
variable and it’s set point. 
Primary Variable = The variable to be maintained at set point by the con 
trol system, although the controller has only indirect control over this vari 
able (i.e., space or “Zone” temperature). 
Secondary Variable = The variable Which the control system directly 
controls, and Which affects the Primary (i.e., discharge air temperature). 

This table shoWs the same information for a generic 
control application: 

Location of Secondary 
(Controlled) Variable Resulting ADJUST Value 

Secondary VAR At MINLIMIT ADJUST = X*(Primary VAR — Primary 

Set Pt) 
Secondary VAR Can’t Reach ADJUST = Y*(Secondary VAR — Sec. 

MINLIMIT Set Pt) 
Secondary VAR At MAXLIMIT ADJUST = X*(Primary VAR — Primary 

Set Pt) 
Secondary VAR Can’t Reach ADJUST = Y*(Secondary VAR — Sec. 

MAXLIMIT Set Pt) 

For the discharge air control example: 
X = 3.0 When cooling 
X = 2.0 When heating 
Y = 1.0 alWays. 

Another option for hoW to implement the “Compute 
ADJUST value” block is to use some constant value Which 
can be experimentally determined, or set by the user. Other 
options exist as Well. 

In order to further speed the response to load changes, the 
algorithm can also use a scaling value (such as 2.0 or 3.0) 
multiplied by the proportional error adjustment amount. 
When broadening the alloWable set point range (i.e., loW 
ering the MINLIMIT, or raising the MAXLIMIT), the 
ADJUST value can be, say, doubled, and then applied to the 
current set point limit. This lets the system under control get 
back to set point quickly. 

Controllers utiliZing this algorithm could be constructed 
to control a Wide variety of industrial equipment and pro 
cesses. The algorithm has been validated through implemen 
tation in an HVAC-equipment controller, upon Which many 
simulation studies have been performed. As mentioned 
above, the discharge air control application is one possible 
use of the adaptive cascade control described herein. Such a 
system is shoWn in FIG. 4. 

In FIG. 4, a controller 405 is the main control for ensuring 
that the temperature in space 400 is as desired. Controller 
405 is connected to a fan 410, an exchange unit 415, a valve 
416, a discharge air temperature unit 420, and a space 
temperature sensor 425. Outside air 440 and return air 435 
are combined and moved by fan 410 to create discharge air 
430. In operation, the temperature sensor 425 measures the 
temperature in space 400. This temperature is communi 
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cated to controller 405. Controller 405, Which includes a 
processor, memory and a communications interface as is 
Well knoWn in the art, receives the temperature information 
and implements control module 10‘ using a user entered 
setpoint and the temperature information as the actual sensor 
reading. The controller then implements the scaling module 
20‘ and the second control module 30‘ to produce the third 
output signal. The adaptive process module 40 is imple 
mented by the controller at predetermined intervals as 
de?ned above. Both the adaptive process module and the 
second control module receive a controlled medium sensor 
reading from discharge air temperature unit 420. 

The third output signal is sent to the valve 416 to control 
the How of process ?uid (not shoWn) through the exchange 
unit 415. The exchange unit 415 may be an expansion coil 
or a heat exchanger. The valve is openable to plural positions 
in response to the third output signal. By controlling the How 
through the exchange unit, the temperature of the air passing 
through the exchange unit is varied. 

The foregoing has been a description of a useful, novel 
and non-obvious adaptive cascade control. By implementing 
the adaptive cascade control, better control of the controlled 
system is achieved over varying load conditions With less 
input required by the user. The inventors have provided this 
Written description as an example, not a limitation and de?ne 
the limits of their invention through the claims beloW. 
We claim: 
1. In a process controller Where an output signal of a ?rst 

controller is used as an input signal to a second controller 
Where input to the second controller has a maximum limit 
(MAXLIMIT) and a minimum limit (MINLIMIT), an 
improved method for cascade control, comprising the steps 
of: 

inputting a measured variable to the ?rst controller; 
determining Whether the measured variable has a ?rst 

predetermined relationship With the MINLIMIT and if 
so, loWering the value of the MINLIMIT; 

determining Whether the measured variable cannot reach 
the MINLIMIT With the controller output ON full and 
if so, raising the value of the MINLIMIT; 

determining Whether the measured variable cannot reach 
the MAXLIMIT With the controller output OFF and if 
so, loWering the value of the MAXLIMIT; and 

determining Whether the measured variable has second 
predetermined relationship With the MAXLIMIT and if 
so, raising the value of the MAXLIMIT, Wherein the 
?rst controller and the second controller cooperate so 
that the second controller produces an output signal in 
a range limited by MAXLIMIT and MINLIMIT values 
that are continuously recalculated. 

2. An adaptive process module for use in a cascaded 
control system, the cascaded control system controlling a 
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measured variable, the adaptive process module being con 
nected to a controlled medium sensor and connected 

betWeen a ?rst controller and a second controller and 
comprising: 

a processor; 

a memory for storing instructions for the processor, the 
memory causing the processor to receive a controlled 
medium sensor signal from the controlled medium 
sensor and a ?rst output signal from the ?rst controller 
and producing a second output signal, the memory 
storing instructions causing the processor to determine 
Whether the measured variable has a ?rst predetermined 
relationship With a minimum limit (MINLIMIT) and if 
so, loWering the value of the MINLIMIT, determine 
Whether the measured variable cannot reach the MIN 
LIMIT With the controller output ON full and if so, 
raising the value of the MINLIMIT, determine Whether 
the measured variable cannot reach a maximum limit 
(MAXLIMIT) With the controller output OFF and if so, 
loWering the value of the MAXLIMIT and determine 
Whether the measured variable has second predeter 
mined relationship With the MAXLIMIT and if so, 
raising the value of the MAXLIMIT, Wherein the ?rst 
controller and the second controller cooperate so that 
the second controller produces an output signal in a 
range limited by MAXLIMIT and MINLIMIT values 
that are continuously recalculated. 

3. An adaptive cascade control for controlling a measured 
variable, the adaptive cascade control receiving a measured 
variable temperature signal, the control comprising: 

a scaling module producing an output signal as a function 
of a control input signal and a maximum limit 
(MAXLIMIT) value and a minimum limit 
(MINLIMIT) value; 

an adaptive process module connected to the scaling 
module, the adaptive process module being adapted to 
determine Whether the measured variable has a ?rst 
predetermined relationship With the MINLIMIT and if 
so, loWering the value of the MINLIMIT, determine 
Whether the measured variable cannot reach the MIN 
LIMIT With a controller output ON full and if so, 
raising the value of the MINLIMIT, determine Whether 
the measured variable cannot reach the MAXLIMIT 
With the controller output OFF and if so, loWering the 
value of the MAXLIMIT and determine Whether the 
measured variable has second predetermined relation 
ship With the MAXLIMIT and if so, raising the value 
of the MAXLIMIT, Wherein the adaptive process mod 
ule continuously operates to recalculate the values of 
MAXLIMIT and MINLIMIT. 


